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Optimum Signal Wavelength for a 
Distributed Erbium-Doped 

Fiber Amplifier 
Karsten Rottwitt, Jarn H. Povlsen, Anders Bjarklev, Ole Lumholt, Bo Pedersen, and 

Thomas Rasmussen 

Abstract-Theoretical analysis of a 100-km-long transparent 
germanosilicate distributed erbium-doped optical fiber has been 
carried out. It is shown that the optimum signal wavelength is 
1.554 pm both considering the noise performance and the 
necessary pump power for achieving unity gain when the dis- 
tributed erbium-doped fibers are pumped at 1.48 pm. 

I. INTRODUC~ON 
T has recently been shown that low signal excursion is I required [ 11 in optical long-distance transmission sys- 

tems; thus, distributed erbium doped optical fibers are 
applicable. Although previous work often has concen- 
trated on the gain effective signal wavelength around 
1.536 p m  [21, [31, other signal wavelengths are also usable 
for transmission through distributed erbium-doped fiber 
amplifiers (EDFA'S). We have performed a detailed study 
of the distributed amplifier and identified the optimum 
signal wavelength, with respect to the necessary pump 
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power for achieving transparency and the signal-to-noise 
ratio at the signal output end of the fiber. 

The analysis is based on an accurate numerical model 
of a germanium-codoped distributed erbium-doped opti- 
cal fiber [4]. Compared to the analytical model in [5], our 
numerical model includes a precise mode description of 
both the pump and signal power. Furthermore, it is not 
assumed that the distributed EDFA is operated in the 
small-signal regime. The minimum pump power and the 
noise figure are very sensitive to the accuracy of the 
wavelength dependency of the emission and absorption 
cross sections used in the model. The cross sections used 
here have been carefully determined from fluorescence 
and absorption measurements [4]. From this a 2-nm wave- 
length separation between each sample of the cross sec- 
tions is achieved. Values within this spacing are found by 
interpolation. Throughout this letter the length of the 
fiber is 100 km with a numerical aperture of 0.2 and a 
LP,, cutoff wavelength of 1.22 pm, which results in a 
positive fiber dispersion of 3.2 ps/(nm km). The erbium 
dopant radius relative to the fiber core radius is 0.8 [6]. 
The distributed erbium-doped amplifier is pumped at 1.48 
pm. This is the only choice due to the high intrinsic loss 
at other pump bands. The intrinsic loss is 0.23 dB/km at 
both the signal and pump wavelength. A bidirectional 
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pumping scheme is used and the pump power values in 
the following are the total launched pump power. 

11. BASIC CONSIDERATIONS OF DISTRIBUTED 
AMPLIFICATION 

For erbium-doped fiber amplifiers pumped at 1.48 pm, 
the threshold pump power is defined for an infinitesimal 
fiber piece at O-dB small-signal gain. The threshold pump 
power is an increasing function of the ratio ua/q be- 
tween the absorption and emission cross sections at the 
signal wavelength. Also, the noise figure increases with 
the same ratio, indicating that the system performance 
may be improved by moving toward longer signal wave- 
lengths where ua/ae is lower. However, the necessary 
pump power for achieving transparency also depends on 
the magnitude of the emission cross section, which favors 
the signal wavelengths around the emission cross-section 
peak. In germanium-codoped EDFAs the emission spec- 
trum shows a pronounced peak around 1.534 p m  and a 
weaker around 1.554 p m  [4]. In the following we analyze 
and compare distributed EDFA's used in long-distance 
communication systems, in order to identify the optimum 
signal wavelength. Thereby it will be shown that the 
benefits related to the lowered absorption to emission 
cross-section ratio at the 1.554-pm signal wavelength are 
stronger than the drawbacks related with the weaker 
emission strength. 

The signal-to-noise ratio at the signal input end of the 
fiber may be different at different signal wavelengths. This 
initial difference may occur at high signal powers when 
the optical Kerr effect in the fiber is used to form solitary 
pulses [71, or when the signal power level is fixed. First we 
consider an equal signal-to-noise ratio at the signal input 
end of the fiber equivalent to a fixed input mean signal 
photon number. The signal-to-noise ratio at the output 
end of the fiber is (S/N),,ut = ( n o ) / F  for a coherent 
source [8], where ( n o )  is the mean number of signal 
photons emitted from the source and F is the noise figure 
of the fiber. Comparing the two signal wavelengths A, and 
A,, the signal-to-noise ratio, valid at the signal output end 
of the fiber, is related through (S/N),l = F2/F1 ( S / N ) , ,  
Fl and F2 are the noise figures calculated at A, and A, 
with the two signal powers PI and P,, respectively. Sec- 
ond, if the initial signal-to-noise ratio is different, the 
signal-to-noise ratio at the signal input end is (S/N)A1 = 

( ( ~ o ) A , / ( ~ o ) A , )  * (S/NA2, where (no)A, and (no)*, are 
the mean numbers of emitted signal photons at A, and 
A,, respectively. At the signal output end of the fiber the 
signal-to-noise ratio is given by (S/N),l = 

( ( n , ) ~ , / ( n o ) ~ , )  F2/F1 ( S / N ) , * .  As the initial difference 
in the signal-to-noise ratio at the input end of the fiber 
( ( n o ) ~ , / ( n 0 ) ~ , )  typically is less than 0.2 dB, the following 
discussion will be focussed on the factor F2/F1 .  

111. OPTIMUM SIGNAL WAVELENGTH 
Fig. 1 displays the pump power necessary to obtain 

transparency and the corresponding noise figure as a 
function of the signal wavelength. The mean signal input 
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Fig. 1. Pump power necessary to obtain transparency and noise figure 
versus signal wavelength. Both functions are shown for four different 
values of the erbium dopant concentration, varied equidistantly between 
p1 = 5.0. 10'' m-3 and p4 = 1.5. loz1 m-3. 

power is 0.1 mW, and the curves are shown for different 
levels of erbium concentrations. From the figure it is seen 
that both the necessary pump power and the noise figure 
are strongly dependent on the signal wavelength and the 
erbium concentration. It is observed that the necessary 
pump power for transparency has minima at the two 
signal wavelengths of 1.534 and 1.554 pm. These two 
wavelengths coincide with the wavelengths where the 
emission and absorption spectra have peaks. However, the 
noise figure also has maxima at these two signal wave- 
lengths, and it is not clear whether an optimum signal 
wavelength exists when the noise figure is considered. 
Thus, comparisons of the noise figure must be made on 
the basis of an equal pump power level. Fig. 2 shows the 
noise figure as a function of the signal wavelength. Curves 
are shown for different levels of pump powers and for 
each point in the figure the erbium concentration is 
adjusted until transparency is obtained. From this figure it 
is seen that the optimum signal wavelength with respect to 
the noise figure is 1.554 p m  for all the pump power levels 
shown. From Fig. 2 it is further seen that the curves have 
a local minimum at 1.534 pm, but around this signal 
wavelength the noise figure is very wavelength dependent. 
Around 1.554 p m  the noise figure is less sensitive to 
variations in the signal wavelength. The two signal wave- 
lengths, 1.534 and 1.554 pm, are compared in further 
detail in the inset of Fig. 2. For the 1.534-pm signal 
wavelength the lowest necessary pump power for trans- 
parency is 50.9 mW, which results in a noise figure of 21.5 
dB. The lowest pump power for the 1.554-pm signal 
wavelength is 48.6 mW, resulting in a noise figure of 17.8 
dB. Considering next a fixed pump power consumption of 
100 mW, a noise figure of 14.4 dB is achieved at the 
1.534-pm signal wavelength, whereas the 1.554-pm signal 
wavelength results in a noise figure of 13.1 dB, which is an 
improvement of 1.3 dB. From the figures it is therefore 
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Fig. 2. Signal gain and noise figure versus the signal input power for 
two signal wavelengths, 1.534 pm (solid) and 1.554 pm (dashed). Both 
are calculated with 0-dB gain for pump power of 80 mW at 0.1-mW 
signal power. 

concluded that the optimum signal wavelength is 1.554 
CLm. 

The conclusions above are based on calculations for a 
100-km-long distributed EDFA having an erbium dopant 
radius 0.8 times the fiber core radius. However, under the 
assumption that the cross-section spectra are independent 
on the fraction between the erbium dopant radius and the 
fiber core radius, the above conclusion is valid at other 
values of this fraction. Furthermore, it is expected that 
the optimum signal wavelength is the same at other fiber 
lengthst51. Calculations for a fiber with the erbium dopant 
radius changed to 0.02 times the fiber core radius result in 
the same optimum signal wavelength. However, the mini- 
mum pump power at 1.554 p m  is reduced to 35.0 mW and 
the noise figure at 100-mW pump power is 12.8 dB. 
Changing the fiber length to 50 km also results in the 
same optimum signal wavelength. In this situation the 
minimum pump power for transparency is 11.5-mW. In 
nonlinear systems the signal power excursions should re- 
main below 10 dB in order not to dominate the amplitude 
noise and the timing jitter [l]. Our calculations shows that 
the signal power excursions increases with decreasing 
pump power. More important, the signal wavelength where 
the signal power excursions are lowest are coinciding with 
the optimum signal wavelength, 1.554 pm. For a pump 
power of 50 mW the signal power excursions was below 4 
dB. 

To calculate the improvement ( F 2 / F 1 ) ,  it is as men- 
tioned earlier essential to evaluate the signal-to-noise 
ratio at the signal output end of the distributed EDFA. In 
the previous analysis a fixed signal power of 0.1 mW was 
used at the two signal wavelengths. At this signal power 
the distributed EDFA is operated in the large-signal re- 
gion as the gain decreases with increasing signal power 
according to Fig. 3. A comparison between different signal 
wavelengths may be performed on the basis of an equal 
signal-to-noise ratio at the signal input end of the fiber or 

BO 

Signal Wavelength (pm) 
Fig. 3. Noise figure versus signal wavelength for three different total 
pump powers: 60 , 80, and 100 mW. The inset shows the necessary pump 
power for transparency and the noise figure versus the erbium dopant 
concentration for signal wavelengths of 1.534 pm (solid) and 1.554 p m  
(dashed). 

the same solitary pulse. Thus, the signal power launched 
to the distributed EDFA has to be adjusted, and hence 
the noise figure will change according to Fig. 3. However, 
calculations show that the noise figures change less than 
1% when the signal power is adjusted either to give the 
same solitary pulse or an equal signal-to-noise ratio at the 
signal input end of the fiber at the two signal wavelengths, 
1.534 and 1.554 pm, considered in this communication. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In a 100-km-long distributed erbium-doped fiber ampli- 

fier, different signal wavelengths, in the region between 
1.530 and 1.560 pm, are compared with respect to the 
necessary pump power for achieving transparency and 
noise performance. It is shown that the 1.554-pm signal 
wavelength is the optimum choice. Further comparisons 
of the 1.534- and 1.554-pm signal wavelengths show that 
the necessary pump power for achieving transparency is 
reduced by 2.3 mW when the latter signal wavelength is 
used. Working where the pump power consumption is 
minimized results in an improvement of 3.7 dB in the 
noise figure. Furthermore, an improvement in the signal- 
to-noise ratio at the signal output end of the fiber of 1.3 
dB is achieved when the pump-power consumption is fixed 
at 100 mW for both signal wavelengths. 
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11 11 km, Two-Channel IM-DD Transmission 
Experiment at 2.5 Gb/s Through 21 

In-Line Erbium-Doped 
Fiber Amplifiers 

P. M. Gabla, J. 0. Frorud, E. Leclerc, S. Gauchard, and V. Havard 

Abstract-Two-channel transmission is demonstrated in a 2.5 
Gb/s intensity-modulated direct-detection system over a dis- 
tance of 1111 h, using 21 in-line erbium-doped fiber ampli- 
fiers. The two channels incur virtually no penalty when they are 
transmitted simultaneously. Owing to the use of gain filtering in 
the amplifiers instead of discrete in-line optical filters, the 
overall bandwidth of the link is about 15 nm, for a sensitivity 
penalty smaller than 1 dB on one single transmitted channel. 

INTRODU~ION 
RBIUM-DOPED fiber amplifiers (EDFA) have E shown great potential as postamplifiers, preampli- 

fiers, and in-line repeaters in future optical communica- 
tion systems. Impressive results have been obtained in 
very long haul digital transmission experiments [ 11-[7]. 
They have proven the feasibility of 2.5 Gbit/s single 
channel optically amplified links on a distance longer than 
4000 km in a straight-line experiment [4], and longer than 
21 OOO km in a recirculating loop experiment [7]. 

After such links are installed, the perpetual thrust for 
higher capacities will foster the emergence of upgrade 
solutions for existing links. The dream of an optical 
pipeline is persistent and one would like to upgrade the 
system just by changing the terminals. Indeed optical 
amplification is essentially transparent to the signal char- 
acteristics but an optically amplified system is not. The 
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maximum distance that can be bridged depends of course 
on the bit rate and modulation format, but also on the 
number of wavelength-division multiplexed channels. It is 
therefore interesting to look at the alternatives for up- 
grade: single channel bit rate increase [7] or multichannel 
wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) with a fixed bit 
rate [8]. 

The limitations in a very long distance nonregenerated 
system come from optical amplifier noise and saturation 
power [9], and from nonlinear effects in the transmission 
fiber [lo]. A higher bit rate leads to a degradation of the 
signal-to-noise ratio because of the bandwidth increase, 
and to a sharper influence of nonlinear effects-essen- 
tially the optical Kerr effect-because of the shorter bit 
time slot. Therefore wavelength multiplexing of several 
channels at a lower bit rate offer an interesting alterna- 
tive, but in this case new limitations arise from the avail- 
able total output power of each amplifier and from the 
possibility of four-wave mixing (FWM), another conse- 
quence of fiber nonlinearity [ll]. 

In this letter, we present a two-channel transmission 
experiment at 2.5 Gb/s IM-DD, bridging a distance of 
1111 km through 21 in-line EDFA’s and operating with 
almost no penalty on either channel. 

EXPERIMENT SETUP 

The setup is shown in Fig. 1. Each of the two transmit- 
ters consists of a DFB laser and a LiNbO, Mach-Zehnder 
external modulator (MOD). The two DFB lasers operate 
at the wavelengths of 1550.5 (channel 1) and 1553.6 nm 
(channel 2). The modulators are each driven by a 2.488 
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